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this is a very good soil-less substrate for growing an orchid. you can buy the mixture in some nurseries and
place a small amount of the soil in a small pot and then place the orchid in the pot. the substrate will prevent

the roots from rotting and encourage the growth of roots. it is not necessary to water the substrate every
day. you can water it occasionally if the topsoil is dried out or when there is a lot of rain. jim, i have read for
the 10th time philip keenans wild orchids across north america: a botanical travelogue. if you were to put
your website articles in hard copy, id be the first to buy one. your pictures and stories are wonderful and
worthy of seeing and reading over and over. thank you for allowing me to visit your website. ken to pot a

cattleya plant, it should first be cleaned of old roots, decayed medium and debris. the new potting medium
should be moistened before use if possible. this is again more or less a personal choice but soaking the

potting medium before use helps to reduce the amount of dust (bark and tree-fern based) and it's easier for
beginners to determine when to water when they start with moist media. select a pot of sufficient size to

allow for two years of growth (avoid over potting!). for added drainage broken pots (crocking), gravel or even
styrofoam peanuts can be used to fill up to one-third of the pot (if using slotted clay orchid pots this added
drainage is unnecessary). place plant so the bottom of the rhizome is about inch below the pot rim with the

oldest part of the plant against the pot rim. pack potting medium evenly and firmly around roots up to side of
rhizome, being sure there are no loose spots or holes are in the medium. stake and tie plant as needed.
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i finished with the photography at this location, packed up my gear, and headed back down the forest service
road to the main highway which would lead me to the blue ridge parkway. but first, i wanted to check on the
status of the flowering of triphora trianthophoros or three-birds orchids that grows nearby. i had calculated
that they would be in bloom tomorrow, july 27, but just in case i should check on them now. as i suspected,

they were in plump bud and quite ready to be opening in 24 hours. here are a few images of what i saw: it's a
good time of year to look around and see what butterflies and other pollinators are visiting your orchids. if

you have a collection of your own orchid species, do a little research and find out what butterflies and other
pollinators visit them. you'll be helping to ensure a healthy orchid garden for years to come.  what we grow is
a reflection of the farm. we have hundreds of orchid species growing in this orchard, and we do this because
we love orchids and we want to share this love with other people. the orchids we grow reflect our dedication
to growing the best possible food, as well as our concern for the wellbeing of the people who eat the food. we

want to create a kind of food community that is aligned with the ecological realities of our place and our
times. this is a statement of our values, and it's important to us, as orchid growers and gardeners. we live in

the mountains of north carolina in a wooded lot near the blue ridge parkway. we are about 35 miles away
from the parkway, and the orchid grows directly off of a grassy area near the driveway. the entire plant is

growing right in the center of a large stand of oaks, maples and hickories. 5ec8ef588b
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